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Virtual Coffee with Zasio Consulting 
Disclaimer and Notice of Personal Data Processing  

This disclaimer and notice applies to all Zasio Virtual Coffee webinars and related information (“Virtual 
Coffee”). Please read this document carefully before accessing, participating in, or otherwise utilizing any 
Virtual Coffee webinar.  

Warranty and Liability Disclaimer 

Zasio’s Virtual Coffee webinars are for general informational purposes only and should not be relied on for 
any specific purpose. In particular, any information presented in connection with a Virtual Coffee does not 
constitute legal or other professional advice. While Zasio Enterprises, Inc. (“Zasio”) attempts to ensure that 
information presented as part of any Virtual Coffee is accurate, Zasio does not guarantee its accuracy or 
completeness.  

Zasio does not make any warranty, express or implied, including the warranties of merchantability and fitness 
for a particular purpose, nor does Zasio assume any liability, in connection with any Virtual Coffee.  Zasio also 
does not guarantee the use of any information presented in connection with any Virtual Coffee would not 
infringe on privately owned rights. 

Opinions expressed in connection with any Virtual Coffee are the presenter’s personal opinions and do not 
necessarily reflect Zasio’s. Also, Virtual Coffees may include links to other websites or references to other 
information. These links and references are for informational purposes only, and Zasio does not endorse any 
other website or reference identified in connection with any Virtual Coffee.  
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Acknowledgments and Consent 

Zasio utilizes GoToWebinar to present and record Virtual Coffees. By registering for or accessing any Virtual 
Coffee, you acknowledge and consent to the following: 

• Virtual Coffees are recorded and kept online on Zasio’s website and social media pages.  
 

• Sensitive information, including personally identifiable information, that you disclose as part of any 
Virtual Coffee is available to any attendant (including any future attendant watching the recording), as 
well as Zasio as the event organizer. Accordingly, participants should apply appropriate caution when 
disclosing any information in connection with any Virtual Coffee.  
 

• Zasio may utilize for its further promotional and information purposes any Information you make 
available as part of any Virtual Coffee. This information includes registration lists and attendee logs.  
 

• By registering for any Virtual Coffee, you agree to receive emails from Zasio and any affiliated 
program sponsors concerning event details and post-event communications. To opt-out of these 
emails, please contact sales@zasio.com.  

By attending a Virtual Coffee, you agree to its audio and visual content being recorded, as well as subsequent 
use of the recording by Zasio. You also agree that the recording is Zasio’s sole property and that Zasio may 
use the recording in any manner at its sole discretion. This recording may include your questions and poll 
responses provided during the live event. If you do not consent to the recording of any Virtual Coffee in 
which you participate, do not register for or otherwise participate in the event.  

For more information concerning Zasio’s privacy policies and practices, visit the link here: 
https://www.zasio.com/about-us/privacy-notice/ 
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